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BEENE       

The Body to  
him was one 
plane, never 
ending always 
roamingi

“
“

- Doo-Ri Chung

The Geoffrey Beene Design 

Masters Scholar Award is a 

$25,000 Scholarship Award for 

Graduate students pursuing 

an MFA/ MA in fashion design. 

In honor of the legacy of 

American design iconoclast, 

Geoffrey Beene, the scholarship 

invites students to challenge 

conventional codes of dressing 

the body by exploring 360 

shape + form, materiality, and 

innovation. Established in 2007, 

the scholarship is generously 

underwritten by the Geoffrey 

Beene Foundation’s  

$2.5 million donation to the  
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ABOUT
Submissions for the 2021 Geoffrey Beene Design 
Scholar Award are portfolio based, supported 
by both a video self introduction that includes 
a design manifesto and a written statement that 
includes how, if selected, the scholarship will help 

with education costs.

Mr. Beene was renowned for the originality of his 
designs, innovative use of fabrics, geometric cuts, 
and unerring modernity. Over the course of four 
decades, these core design elements remained 
constant throughouthis work.  

Revered as a futurist and architect of the body, 
Geoffrey Beene, was also known as a radical pioneer 
of form, and his whimsy- as portrayed by Kim 
Hastreiter, author of Geoffrey Beene “An American 
Fashion Rebel.” 
 
FOR MR. BEENE 

From the poem “For Mr. Beene” by Kim Hastreiter, 
presented to Geoffrey Beene with the 1997 Council  
of Fashion Designers of America Lifetime  
Achievement Award.

“The body is his palette and his medium / His clothes 
dictate its three – dimensionality / He paints with 
seams to define its form / Abstracting the anatomy

His eyes see shape from both front an hind / Holding 
backbone to bust in one yoke / He once spiraled a 
zipper ‘round the human form / To encase it in one 
single stroke

This body intrigues him with its movement and  
such / It fascinates him as a machine / And so he 
loves to show how his work does flow / On dancers 
who leap, spin,  

and preen / Although pure, clean, modern, and 
serious, too / His clothes are seasoned with mischief 
and glee / Whimsy, wit, shocks of surprise / 
Juxtapose a cartoon sensibility 

We love to watch Mr. Beene attack an idea, / And 
pare it down with precision ‘til pure / But we love 
even more his response to perfection / For he’ll 
break it all down next season for sure

For this is how he always moves forward / And how 
his new ideas are found / It is this radical thought 
and fearlessness / Had made him hero for young / 
Designers underground

He’s not interested in what’s been done in the past 
/ The 21st century’s been his cry / Technology, 
multimedia, the future, he knows / Is where the new 
breakthroughs must lie.”

We love to watch Mr. Beene attack an idea, / And 
pare it down with precision ‘til pure / But we love 
even more his response to perfection / For he’ll 
break it all down next season for sure

For this is how he always moves forward / And how 
his new ideas are found / It is this radical thought 
and fearlessness / Had made him hero for young / 
Designers underground

He’s not interested in what’s been done in the past 
/ The 21st century’s been his cry / Technology, 
multimedia, the future, he knows / Is where the new 
breakthroughs must lie.”
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360 EXPLORATION 
(BODY + FORM)

MATERIALITY
CREATIVITY +
INGENUITY
DESIGN INTEGRITY
AUTHENTICITY
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PORTFOLIO 
GUIDELINES
The CFDA invites digital portfolio submissions that 
articulate an exploratory collection using a 360 
design approach – with personalized discovery of 
the methods and ethos of Geoffrey Beene – who 

often used the body as a three dimensional canvas.  

•  The portfolio can include iterative shape-testing, 
material-prototyping and investigation of space(s) 
between garment and body. The relationship 
between wearer and form, and material behavior 
are just a few possible points of reference. Ideas 
may range from the experiential to improvisational 
and journey through all phases of development. 

•   360 Ideation and display of numerous views (back, 
front, left, right sides etc.) are encouraged such as 
idea – Blueprints of each concept using technical 
drawings, photo documentation, or other forms  
of media. 

•   To show design progression of each concept 
through investigation of ideas, processes, 
techniques, and materials, the portfolio may be 
supported by excerpts from design journals, 
process books, and other design development 
showcasing research, iteration, and exploration. 
Materials, sampling, and color concepts may be 
also be included within the portfolio including 
examples of protoyping.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

VIDEO 

•   A 60 second video introducing yourself, your 
concept and what you believe in = Design 
Manifesto that includes answer to  “Design has the 
power to ___________” 

STATEMENT 

Your written statement can further explain your 
design approach, and include answer to the 
following: 

1.  How would being selected as the 2021 CFDA 
Geoffrey Beene Design Masters Scholar impact you 
financially,  and personally ? 

2.  What do you think is the most important next step 
that fashion can take to transform today into a 
better future? 

3. COVID-19 has impacted my education by 

________________?
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APPLY
WHEN TO APPLY 

Up to 5 school-endorsed submissions must by 
received by Friday, March 26, 2021. Each school 
may endorse up to 5 student portfolios per program. 
All endorsed submissions must complete an 
application and upload a portfolio by the deadline.

HOW TO APPLY

Endorsement; Submissions must be 1 of up to 5 
selected and endorsed applications per school by 
Program/ Dept Dean/ Chair/ Director or Equivalent; 

After endorsement you will receive a link to digitally 
submit application and portfolio to the CFDA  
application platform.

SUBMISSION | ENDORSED APPLICANTS

Endorsed applicants and host schools will receive a 
URL link to via CFDA.smapply.co to upload portfolios 
and related application materials which will include:  

•  Completed Application + Consent Form 

•  PDF Digital Portfolio 

•   60 Second Video self-introduction / Design 

Manifesto

•   Written statement of concept and need, no more 

than 1000 words

•  Headshot

•  Bio

ELIGIBILITY 

The CFDA will accept up to (5) submissions per 
school that are selected and endorsed by the 
school’s Dean, Chair, Director or equivalent. 

•   First year Graduate Students enrolled full time 
in a fashion design related Graduate degree 
{MFA/ MA} at an accredited American college or 
university, and are in good academic standing are 
eligible to apply

•   Graduate students with an expected graduation 
date of 2022 or later may apply; The selected 
Scholar will be named in Summer 2021- and funds 
dispersed by August 2021- to be applied to the 
following semester {must have a minimum of  
one semester left until graduation following 
Summer 2021. 

•   Graduate students of any pathway +/or design 
specialization including Apparel, Textiles/ 
Materiality, Creative Technical Design or equivalent 
are welcome to apply.
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CRITERIA
The CFDA recognizes that as a result of COVID-19, 
students pursuing a college education are faced 
with unprecedented financial challenges, and are 
experiencing unforeseen hardship. In 2021, all CFDA 
Scholarships are earmarked to support tuition and 
direct educaton expenses including thesis portfolio, 
collection, and studio work required to complete  
a degree.   

•   The selection committee will give consideration 
to financial need related to COVID impacts. –with 
goal of awarding an individual who is experiencing 
financial hardship as direct result of the pandemic.

•   All CFDA scholarships are intended to help meet 
tuition/ eligible education costs -including direct 
thesis and studio expenses such as materials, 
prototyping etc.  

•    All Scholarship funds will be remitted directly to 
the Scholar’s attending College/ University and 
applied to the student’s tuition account - with  
any balance dispersed to be used solely for 
eligible school expenses during the 2021- 2022 
academic year. 

 
TALENT X NEED X POTENTIAL 

•   2 Phased Selection {Portfolio Review followed by 
Virtual Presentations to Selection Committee} 

•   Blended criteria of talent, financial need, and 

professional potential 

•   In addition to demonstrated financial need, the 
submissions must also display a strong, well 
developed portfolio, that demonstrated  
excellence in:

360 EXPLORATION  {BODY + FORM}

MATERIALITY 

CREATIVITY + INGENUITY

DESIGN INTEGRITY 

AUTHENTICITY 

SELECTION 

PHASE 1 | FINALISTS

In April 2021 up to (5) Geoffrey Beene Design 
Master Scholar Award Finalists will be determined 
by a CFDA Selection Committee based on review 
of digital portfolio and application elements. Each 
school and student will be contacted for details. 

PHASE 2 | VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS 

Selected scholarship finalists will be contacted and 
invited to present their work to the CFDA Selection 
Committee; Presentations will include Q+A.

PHASE 3 | AWARD

The 2021 Geoffrey Beene Design Masters Scholar 
Award of $25,000 will be selected by committee 
with final decision and notification by June 2021. 
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QUESTIONS?  

For questions about CFDA Design Scholar Awards or for faculty interested in planning a virtual 
school visit, please contact Kevin Bass Programs Liaison, K.Bass@CFDA.com.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE CFDA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Including the Liz Claiborne Design for Impactful Futures Scholar Award and the Geoffrey  
Beene Design Masters Scholar Award, visit CFDA.com for more information about the CFDA 
Scholarship Program and other student opportunities.


